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JOSHUA WAITZKIN
was a chess whiz before
he took up martial arts
in his 20s, becoming a
national champ.
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We have fixed notions about the time course of success and
the nature of talent that encourage us to
write off the very people who are most likeiy to (eventually)
change the world. BY SCOTT BARRY KAUFMAN
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LINDA BACH # >

H I S I S YOU,"theelderlyschoolpsychoIogistsaidas
he pushed up his horn-rimmed glasses and pointed to the
left side of what looked like the outline of acamel's hump. I sat closer, tryingto make
sense of what I was being shown. "And this," he said, moving his finger toward the
far right of the hump, "is gifted."
Leaning forward, I patiently explained to him that maybe this was me, at age 10,
but 8 years later, it was no longer me. "You see," I explained, "by the age of 3, I'd had
21 ear infections. The fluid in my ears kept me zippedup in a cloud, unable to process
words. My performance on that IQ test when I was 10 is a reflection of my early learning difficulties." I satback in my chair tryingto calm myself, then continued to explain
how I hadfinallycaught up to the rest of the kids and, as my grades now clearly showed,
I wasn't the least hit challenged in the "slow" track at school.
"Retest me," I pleaded, desperately
wanting to join the "smart" kids in the
"gifted" room. Forcing a smile, he
explained that one's intelligence just
doesn't change all that much, and my
intelligence didn't qualify me for gifted
education. No retest.
I ran straight to the local library and
found a book about human intelligence.
One chart caught my eye. It listed what
people with different IQs are capable of
achieving. I started down the list.
CouldlbeaPh.D.^Notachance.How
about a college graduate? Nope. Semiskilled laborer? In my dreams. After some
time, Ifinallyfound my range. "Lucky to
graduate high school," itsaid. I threw the
book down on the table with an audible
"F*ck that!" as several librarians rushed
over to quiet and, possibly, tackle me.
That was merely thefirstsuch experience that led me to realize that we live in
a society with peculiar expectations about
the time course of success. We think that
if a child isn't blossoming as fast as the
others in grade school, he or she will be
hard-pressed to eventually fiourish.
Truth be told, many of those who seriously altered the landscape of our lives—
from Charles Darwin to Sir Alexander
Fleming, discoverer of penicillin—were
individuals who found their groove later
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in life. Many even started out delayed, only
to end up successes beyond expectation.
The later bloom comes in several varieties. There is the classic, such as Grandma Moses, who took up painting in her
late 70s to worldwide acclaim, and continued painting into her 90s. Not to
be confused with the late-recognized
bloomer, such as photographer André
Kertész, who, little noticed by the world
for his unusual compositions, finally
gained public acclaim in his 80s. No less
important is the repeat bloomer, such as
Ian Fleming, who, after succeeding as a
journalist, banker, and stockbroker, went
on to create James Bond when he was 45.
Such achievers are only the tip of the
rosebush. Late bloomers are actuallyplentiful, and each has his or her own story and
distinctive pathway. Stopping to look at
all the paths together calls into question
some of society's most cherished beliefs—
about the nature of human development,
the roles of intelligence and education
in creative achievement, and the ingredients of success at any age. All too often,
what society thinks is a limiting factorharsh early life experiences, such as
parental loss—may turn out to be the very
thingthat enables eventual success.
The last century added 30 years of
opportunityto our lives, conferring what's

"I ALWAYS wanted to be a doctor,"
admits Linda Bach, who entered
medical school at age 43. "I had to
wait for the world to change."
Becoming a doctor would allow
her "to save other children from
having to lose a parent at a young
age." Her father died from heart
disease at age 58 when she was 10.
She applied to medical school at
Ohio State in 1969, when few
women became doctors. The seven
men who conducted her interview
wondered whether she planned on
getting married and having
children. Yes, she answered, but
only after establishing her career. A
rejection letter soon followed. Even
her guidance counselor (female)
didn't let her know that reapplying
was an option.
She spent the next few decades
in Miami, teaching algebra, "There
was a huge hole in my heart, and it
haunted me and I had no idea why,"
she recalls,
A chance encounter provided a
clue. After her teaching job came to
an end and she had to decide
whether to go back to school for a
teaching certificate, she went on a
scuba vacation and ran into a
young couple taking a break from
medical school. She told them she
had always wanted to go. They
asked why she didn't try again,
"I laughed and said that I was
too old now," Bach explains. But
the couple told her about a 37year-old ex-fire fighter in their class.
This time when Bach applied to
medical school, at the University of
Miami, she was told that no one of
her age had ever been accepted,
and if she were she would have to
repeat premed classes and retake
the MCATs. She was delighted;
gender was no longer an issue.
And this time. Bach was
accepted. Her later start had its
advantages. Child care was not an
issue—her daughter started college
the year she started med school.
Motherhood had prepared her for
the 36-hour shifts of residency
tending to the sick. "By the time I
became a doctor, I had the
experience of losing both my father
and my mother, so when my
patients were dying, I could relate
to the families and help them in
their most difficult moments."
Bach now has her own thriving
private practice of internal
medicine in Miami.
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In light of our extended
life span, It's worth confronting
the very notion of late blooming
to ask: late for what?
been called a second middle age. Especially in light of our extended life span, it's
worth confronting the very notion of late
hloomingto ask: late for what?

Budding Brains
PERHAPS THE MOSThasiccomponent

of success is ability; it's necessary, but not
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by itself sufficient. And there's no question that ability—often called "gifts" and
"talents"—has some basis in the brain.
But many—educators, scientists, and
laypeopie alike—conceptualize ability as
a static property, something hard-wired
into the brain by genes that are prepackaged and already activated at birth. When

tapped, it bursts forth. At every turn, this
conception is far too simplistic.
Ability can take time to develop. The
contribution that genes make to ability
doesn't determine everything; rarely is it
laid out in one burst. "The genes don't act
all at once, but can take years to unfold,"
says Dean Keith Simonton, a psychologist
at University of California at Davis. "We
know that the genes are partly responsible for brain organization, but we also
know that the brain is not completely
organized until well into adulthood."
Think of genes as players in an orchestra, with different sections responsible
for different traits. Not only do all the indiPhotograph by GINA LEVAY

BRUCE SÄBATH
"I'M SICK of you bitching and moaning about not being able to get up in the
morning and go to work. If you could do anything you wanted with your time, what
would you do?" Bruce Sabath's wife, Karen, asked him. For the first time out loud,
he said, "Well, I would act." Pause. "But of course I can't do that." Puzzled, his wife
asked, "Why not?" Despite a string of excuses, including money and potential
rejection, his wife responded, "Well, if that's what you really want to do, why
wouldn't you do that?"
Sabath soon quit his position in strategic planning at American Express and
enrolied full-time in an acting program. Nine years later, he stars on Broadway in the
revival of the musical Company.
"it never occurred to me to pursue acting as a career," says Sabath, who grew up
surrounded by people who acted for fun but got "real" jobs in medicine or law.
After majoring in applied mathematics and computer science at Harvard, Sabath
became a Wall Street whiz kid, taking acting classes "just for fun." "This isn't really
it." he felt. He switched to finance. Not it, either. He went to Wharton Business
School to do "real business." He still feit something was missing.
One day at American Express, a "superstar" consultant at the company walked
into his office and told him she was quitting her job to pursue her love of painting.
"It kind of blew the lid off my whole concept of who can do what," Sabath says.
He attributes his success to his later start. In the acting business, "the weeding
out process is fast and unrelenting." By the time he started, at age 35, much of his
competition—90 percent of it. he estimates—was gone. The pool of actors with
whom he now competes for roles is indeed much smaller—if much better known.
Sabath no longer has any trouble getting up in the morning. And he confides
that the major roadblock all along had been his own beliefs about what was possible.

vidual players have tobe in sync.but so do
the sections. Just as the percussion section might have trouble getting its rhythm
together, the genes that underlie a particular trait might be activated later than the
genes for other traits that contribute to an
ability, So one trait, like gregariousness,
can develop early on while another trait,
like speech production, may lag—which
can be awkward until the two come
into harmony.
The contribution that genes make to
ability does not fully determine how the
ability will be expressed. Like water to a
Ûower, the environment plays a critical role
in the activation of genes. In reality, talent

emerges over the course of a lifetime of
reciprocal interactions between the developingbrain and a stimulatingenvironment
A complex trait like intelligence is not
only partly determined by many interacting genes, it changes across the lifespan
as some genes are automatically turned
on and some turned off. The most appreciated abilities in society, such as creativity and leadership, rarely fully present
themselves early on.
Prodigies certainly exist, but they are
notably more common in some domains
than others. Chess, musical performance,
and pure mathematics are full of prodigies because they draw on relatively
delimited knowledge and skills. The dazzling calendar calculation of the childhood savant is likely no t a polygenic trait.
Achievements that require complex
abilities like creativity or leadership,
which comprise many different traits and
thus the alignment of many different
genes, are years in the making. As Simonton points out, there is only one way of
becoming an early bloomer, but there are
an infinite number of ways of beinga late
bloomer. The more complex a trait, the
more ways a person can become a late
bloomer for that trait.
Although the child prodigy is the one

who has the right genes workingtogether early, there is no guarantee that the
prodigy will remain one. Other traits can
emerge later that may make it difficult
for the prodigy to continue his or her success. An initial gift may completely disappear. Once set loose in the world, many
child prodigies can no longer display their
talents because they don't know how to
sell themselves or deal with the rejection
they never experienced in grade school.
Indeed, what enables children to be
labeled gifted may turn out to be the limitingfactor in their lives. Joshua Waitzldn,
once a child chess whiz, is captivated by
theleamingprocess.Inhis20s,hebegan
the study of Tai Chi and, despite his late
athletic start, has become an international champion. Waitzkinsees huge disadvantages to being labeled a child prodigy. 'If you buy into the label," he says, "the
greatest danger, in the language of psychologist Carol Dweck, is that we internalize an entity theory of intelligence. The
moment we believe success is determined
by an ingrained level of ability, as opposed
to resilience and hard work, we will be
brittle in the face of adversity. If you tell
a kid that she's a winner, which a lot ofparents do, then she believes that her winningis because of something ingrained in
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Even then, the brain continues to repair perfect match for the math and people
myelin until the very end of our lives. skills Gardner already had.
"This encounter would crystallize in
Fields that draw on many differentbrain
circuits benefit greatly from the expand- my memory—almost into a mythological
ingprocessingcapacity. "The more wide- momentthat I could return to and visit in
ranging the field, the greater the contri- the present tense whenever I wanted or
bution of late bloomers," says Bartzokis. needed its message," Gardner says in his
Take the Olympics. World record autobiography. The Pursuit ofHappyness,
breakers tend to make their mark at an made into a movie starring Will Smith.
early age, drawing on only a few brain cirMany highly creative people mention
cuits—motor skills, determination, and "a moment, an encounter, abook that they
the attention circuits required to follow read, a performance that they attended,
a coach's directions. A coach, on the that spoke to them and led them to say,
other hand, requires "myriad other cir- 'This is the real me, this is what I would
cuits to be a great coach," notes Bartzokis, like to do, to devote my life to, going forsuch as "the circuits needed to design the ward,'" says Harvard professor Howard
training that will work with a particular Gardner (no relation to Chris).
athlete. I know very few great coaches
Not all crystallizing experiences are
who are really young, even though I know pleasant. I myself felt the shame of being
a lot of young people that love a sport put on the "slow" track and the humilibeyond words."
ation of being bullied by my peers for it.
Little wonder that the United States But every time I was laughed at, the fire
requires a minimum age to be President. of determination burned brighter.
Angelo Sicilano, later known as Charles
Atlas, was the original "97-pound weakling." Bullied incessantly, he decided to
take up strength training. If you've ever
grazed the back pages of a magazine,
you've seen his highly muscled torso toutingthe body buildingprogram that got him
named "The World's Most Perfectly
Developed Man."
Passion burns so brightly, it's clear
neuronal sleeve that put all the years of To manage a country requires all the pro- when one has it. As Chris Gardner puts
it, "Passion is the thing that won't let you
ripening to good use. In the brain, infor- cessing capacity the brain can muster.
mation gets passed through wires called
While the developingbrain contributes sleep at night because you want to get up
axons. Helping the wires deliver the to the time course of accomplishment, it's in the morning and go do your thing." By
information is a fatty coating called the onlyone factor. To fultybloom at anytime, itself it can fuel greatness. "If you're passionate about something, you can develmyelin sheath. Research by neurologist one must also have a direction.
op the abilities," says Gardner. "It can't
George Bartzokis and his colleagues at
be taught, it can't be bought. You can't go
UCLA suggests that as we develop, we lay Finding Purpose
down more of these sheaths, transform- "i MADE A decision that I wanted to be to Yale and say you want to major in pasing the brain into a high-speed, wide- world class at something at a very young sion. You have to bring it with you."
bandwidth Internet-like system.
age; I just had to find that one thing that
Aecordingto University of PennsylMyelin speeds the transmission of made me realize this is my arena, this is vania psychologist Angela Duckworth,
information, but knowledge itself, and the where I want to play," says Chris Gard- passion is a component, along with perproliferation of nerve connections and ner, founder and CEO of the stock bro- severance, of what she calls grit. It particularly enables people to reach for goals
circuits by which we access it, depend on kerage Gardner Rich & Co.
that
maybe a longtime in coming, she disthe acquisition of experience. And that
After a childhood of brutal abuse and
takes time. "We become wise by being an early adulthood as a single parent- covered in interviews with achievers in
able to access information differently homeless and destitute— Gardner even- fields from investment banking to paintwith a wider perspective," says Bartzokis. tually found that arena. Seeing a red Fer- ing. Her studies show that grit and selfThe increased myelination helps rari pull into a parking lot, he approached discipline predict educational attainment
ensure that a lifetime of experiences do the driver and asked him, "What do you just as well as, if not better than, IQ.
not go to waste. Humans don't even reach do and how do you do it?" The answer,
The beautiful thing about crystalliztheir peak myelin volume until their 50s. investment banking, turned out to be a ing experiences is that one never knows

her. If she vinns because she is a winner,
then losing makes her a loser."
The fact that genes come online at different times opens the possibility for the
tortoise to overtake the hare. Researchers
often refer to the "10-year rule," according to which it takes 10 years to master a
field. Butas Simonton points out, "the rule
is an average with variation, not a fixed
threshold." What may take the average
person 15 years to master may take later
bloomers onlyfiveonce their genes sync
up; even though they started later, progress
can be rapid and make up for lost time.
Makingjudgnients about ayoung person's potential at any one moment overlooks the fact that time is needed for complexes of genes to get in tune. And so we
write people off. For others, we write the
check too soon.
Young brains may be faster at memorizing Backstreet Boys lyrics, but older
brains have some clever tricks up their

The more complex a trait, like
intelligence, the more Ukely is a
person to become a late bloomer,
and the more ways to become one.
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< # PAUL POTTS

if purpose is right around the corner,
ready to be discovered. And, once stirred,
passion has no expiration date.

Breaking Through Brick Walls
TALENT AND PASSION may still not be
enough. Advancement can grind to a halt
against real adversity—a physical handicap, a learning impediment, the death of
a parent. Running into a series of brick
walls early in life may slow progress, but
it also provides opportunities to build
inner strength, acquire skills, and, often
enough, pave a private path to success.
For some, the roadblock is economic
hardship, such as Chris Gardner's stint

as a homeless man. ^t may even be an abusive stepparent, such as the crude one
who wasjealousofwriter Tobias Wolff's
ambition, as described in his memoir, This
Boy's Life. The brick wall can also be one's
Held of work. You can be exceedingly brilliant, but if the gatekeepers aren't ready
to accept it, or refuse to accept you
because of gender or race, there will be
no encyclopedia entry.
Systematic studiesofhighlysuccessful
individuals reveal that a history of impediments may actuallybe more the rule than
theexception. Recent research attheCass
Business School in England found that
entrepreneurs arefivetimesmore likely to

PAUL POTTS always liked opera. But
as a child growing up just outside
Bristol, England, he was frequently
bullied because he was different.
"I'd been described by some
teachers as older than my years
with a very mature outlook. I also
read widely."
His self-confidence in tatters,
singing became his private
consolation—maybe too private. "I
saw it as something I did for me
and for me alone, not as a way of
making a living," admits Potts.
Besides, all the biographies he had
read convinced him that singing
professionally required a
conservatory education.
At 36, Potts was selling mobile
phones by day and stocking
shelves at a supermarket by night
to pay off bills. He had sung the
occasional role in amateur opera
productions, saved up money to
take some training in Italy, even
sung there once for Pavarotti, but a
bicycle accident and a series of
health crises had left him in debt
and offstage.
One night, up iate emailing
colleagues, he stumbled across a
Web site announcing auditions for a
new talent show created by Simon
CowelL "I couldn't decide whether
to apply or not. due to my age. and
not knowing whether I was talented
enough or not," says Potts.
In the absence of selfconfidence, he called on chance
and decided to flip a coin. It came
up heads. At first, even his wife
didn't know he had entered the
competition on Britain's Got Talent.
Nervous and shy. Potts showed
up for the audition in his Tesco suit.
The only thought that entered his
mind while he waited backstage
was, "Which way is the exit?" Once
onstage. Potts announced he would
sing opera; Cowell made it obvious
that he was not expecting much.
Then Potts launched into one of the
lushest tenor arias in the operatic
repertoire, Puccini's Nessun Dorma.
The three judges were stunned,
along with all of England and the
rest of the viewing world. He went
on not merely to win but to sing for
the Queen of England. He is now
touring the world as his debut CD,
One Chance, sells quickly.
On that television stage, he says,
his lack of confidence finally didn't
matter. Confidence comes from the
head. "I sang from the heart."
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JULIA GLASS
WINNING A creative writing award in sixth grade and graduating summa
cum laude from Yale certainly don't sound like roadblocks to success. But for
Julia Glass, winner at age 46 of the 2002 National Book Award for her debut
novel, Three Junes, they may have been. "Being a good student means living
life by the book, in the least creative sense," says Glass,
Turned off by the way literature was taught in college—through the
philosophy of criticism—she became a studio art major and tried to pursue an
art career for the next decade. When she finally realized that she was a word
person and writing was what she was meant to do, "it was like suddenly
looking at a friend you've had for your whole life and realizing this is the person
you want to marry," Glass says.
At age 29, she decided to give writing a go. It was tough at first, taking
seven years before any of her short stories got published in even a minor
magazine. "Most of my peers were well-launched in solid careers when I was
taking baby steps ¡n what would ultimately be mine," she recalls.
Once she decided to tackle a novel, things were no easier Working without
a book contract or a steady income, she wrote Three Junes in isolation, sharing
her writing with no one, not even her mate. "Keeping it close to my chest
meant that it stayed in a sort of dream realm, which was important to staying
inspired," she saysShe sent Three Junes to seven or eight publishers simultaneously, and all but
one rejected it. Fortunately, it takes only one.
Glass attributes her eventual success to stubbornness. "A trio of misfortunes
in my mid-30s—divorce, cancer, the death of my only sibling—did call on me,
like it or not, to be resilient." It was a hole, she said, she had "to crawl out of
with my bare hands. Lots of sorrow and hardly any money,"
Her National Book Award is dedicated to "everybody who blooms late in
life, whether you're a writer or anything else because you never, never know."

suffer from dyslexia than the average citizen. Virgin Atlantic mogul Richard Branson has dyslexia, as does theCEO of Cisco
Systems, John Chamhers, who allegedly
can't even read his own email.
Entrepreneurs aren't the only ones to
reap the benefits (yes, henefits) of
dyslexia. "In my day dyslexia didn't exist,
merely stupid students," says science fiction writer Piers Anthony. "I may have
set a record for stupidity." It took him
three years and five schools to get
through first grade.
Early loss is another common adversity. In a 1989 study, New York psychologist J. Marvin Eisenstadt scoured the
records of 699 eminent Americans and
found that 45 percent had lost a parent
hefore age 21. Only two other groups in the
general population show that level of
orphanhood-^juvenile delinquents and
depressive or suicidal psychiatric patients.
Running into roadblocks at any age
can force psychological growth, and,
while that takes time, it ultimately spurs
the development of ego strength—the
emotional stabi]ity,will, and confidence
that confer resilience. In wrestling with
adversity, individuals learn skills important to success. So those with the greatest challenges can wind up winning from
behind. Eisenstadt considered orphanhood part of the price of greatness.
Brick walls may also force a person to
take an alternate route. There are many
ways to he mai^nal—through ethnic, religious, sexual, or geographic circumstances—and all are well represented
amongthe eminent, research shows.
Temporary exilefromthe mainstream
may set up an "asynchrony between mind
and domain such that the mind encounters significant dissatisfaction with what
the domain currently offers," contends
David Henry Feldman, a professor of child
development at Tufts University. The
detour, though time-consuming, maybe
needed to cultivate one's own "brand" of
ideas uninfluenced by the established
order. Dissatisfaction with the current
conventions of afieldmay be a key path to
revolutionary change. People who are
marginalized may excel not in spite of—
but èecause of—experience as an outsider.
For immigrants, success can be
delayed because they must take the time
Photograph by LAURIE SWOPE

Early success is more the exception
than the rule; and what does it
really buy you—other than a gold
star and a kiss from Grandma?
to assimilate into a new culture. Nevertheless, they are frequently the major
innovators of culture. Composer Irving
Berlin was an immigrant, as are filmmaker Ang Lee and Madeline Albright, the
first female Secretary of State. In a 1947
study ofeminent Americans, statistician
Walter Bowerman found that 45 percent
were newcomers to the United States—
an incidence rate seven times h i ^ e r than
amongthe native population. Time as an
outsider may fuel thefireto succeed and
free an individual for the new associations that underlie creative innovation.

achievement. Beyond that lies the danger of getting too entrenched in the traditional thinking.
For many great minds, passion leads
to a great deal of self-teaching that might
never show up on a report card, the products of which are only witnessed once the
individual is ready to display his achievements to the world. "I consider that all
that I have learned of any value has been
self-taught," Darwin once wrote. Producing his monumental On the Origin of

Species at the age of 50 may automatically qualify Darwin as a late bloomer.
In reality, he spent many years carefully
observing animals and plants. He needed
the time to gather the evidence supporting his revolutionary theory.
Of course, early bloomers sbould be
nurtured. There's no value to squandering ability. But nor should we dismiss the
tortoise. At any given time, it's impossible to predict the extent to which a person will eventually blossom—and disastrously naive for "experts" (or parents or
teachers) to decree limits on what that
person can achieve. This is reason enough
to treat everyone as if they have the potential to reach full bloom, FT
SCOTT BARRY KAUFMAN is a Ph.D. candi-

date in psychology at Yale.

JOSHUA WAITZKIN
Rethinking the Bloom
IF IN MANY fields,especiallythosethat
draw on many different brain circuits, early achievement is more the exception than
the rule, what does it really buy you—aside
from agold star and a kissfromGrandma?
One might assume that such early
accomplishments greatly increase an individual's chances for the highest levels of
creative achievement. But evidence indicates otherwise. While early ability can
certainly increase your chances ofbecomingan expert, when it comes to the very
highest reaches of human potential—that
top .00001 percent—it loses its power.
Take William Shockley, transistor coinventor, Stanford professor, and controversial genetics theorist. As a child,
Shockley had his IQ tested by noted psychologist Lewis Terman, but bis score
kept him out of Terman's famous group
of gifted children. No matter. As Terman
was following his elite sampleofhigh-IQ
(over 140) children, Shockley was earning a Ph.D. from Harvard and winninga
Nobel Prize in physics—a distinction not
one of Terman's gifted students achieved.
Above a reasonable score (hi^but not
that high), IQ doesn't do a very good job
of predictinglifetime creative achievement. There even appears to be an optimal amount of formal scbooling after
wbicb schooling can deter creative

SOME ARE lucky enough to realize complete
success once in a lifetime. At age 31, Joshua
Waitzkin has done it twice and may yet do it again.
And again. He's on an inner quest to discover the
outer limits of ability.
At age 6 Waitzkin discovered chess while
walking with his mother through New York's
Washington Square Park. He was hooked and played
continuously with the men who gathered there. "It
was a school of hard knocks, and those guys kept me
on my toes," he says.
Although his chess progress was rapid, he lost his
first National Championship, at age 8. Many chess kids
would have been devastated, but not Waitzkin, who
went on to dominate the scholastic chess scene. "On
some fundamental level, the notion of success in my being was defined by
overcoming adversity—and still Is," he reports.
Then, in 1993, Paramount Pictures released Searching for Bobby Fischer,
which depicts Waitzkin's early chess success. To the degree that it now
belonged to others, his love of the game weakened.
Meditation and reading philosophy and psychology encouraged him to start
the learning process anew—and at 21 he took up the martial art Tai Chi Chuan.
"At a world-class level, most of my rivals in Asia had trained full-time since early
childhood," says Waitzkin.
As different as Tai Chi is from chess. Waitzkin discovered hidden harmonies
between the two and attributes his rapid progress—he v^fon the 2004 push hands
world championship—to transferring the tessons he learned in chess to this new
art. "Chess taught me how to be relentlessly introspective, how to unearth tells in
myself and in opponents." he says. "The connections were in my process, and
that process could be applied across the board," he adds. "Learning and peak
performance aren't about control or memorization or perfection—they are about
something much deeper, something more essentially human."
Nor are they about giftedness. Waitzkin often knew his rivals were more
naturally gifted than he. But he "believed in my training, my approach to
learning, and my ability to rise to the challenge under pressure." He also sees
the outer limits of ability as something malleable that can expand with training,
and embraces the discomfort of such moments of growth. That allows him to
"love the richness of the self-discovery. The discomfort becomes exquisite.
Learning becomes life."
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